NORTH SIDE OF THE SURGICAL INSTITUTE

The first floor of this building contains the large amphitheatre, with a seating capacity of 350, used for lecture purposes. On this floor are also two large operating rooms with their suites of sterilizing rooms, surgeons', nurses', and students' preparation rooms, anesthetizing rooms, and recovery rooms.

On the second floor are two smaller operating rooms and a dental operating room and laboratory.

On the roof is a large water distilling plant which supplies all the operating rooms.

In the basement is located the drug department, students' lunch room and locker rooms, and a nitrous oxide room from which freshly prepared gas is piped to every operating room.

DENTAL TREATMENT AND OPERATING ROOM
(For Hospital Patients Only)
IN THE SURGICAL INSTITUTE
LEAD-LINED TRANSFORMER ROOM FOR X-RAY MACHINES

There are two of these. Machine in Doorway is a Portable X-Ray Machine for ward work.
PHOTOGRAPHIC ROOM FOR MICRO-PHOTOGRAPHY

LABORATORY FOR PREPARATION OF CULTURE MEDIA
ONE OF THE FIVE OPERATING ROOMS IN THE SURGICAL INSTITUTE
ADMITTING DEPARTMENT

The patients who walk or come in ambulances enter at once into the receiving room, where the Social Service Department also has quarters. One side of the building is devoted to men, and the other to women, the different examining physicians having their own suites of rooms.

At the rear of the building there is an entrance, similar to the one in front, which leads to rooms where emergency, poison, and sunstroke cases can be treated at once.

A small ward is also provided where patients arriving late at night can be cared for without causing disturbance.

VIEW IN ADMITTING DEPARTMENT

In this department the students can study every variety of emergency, medical, and surgical cases. They also follow up and see final results in those who have recovered sufficiently to leave the hospital, but return as out-patients for treatment until entirely cured.
GARDEN PLOT BETWEEN THE WARD BUILDINGS; CONNECTING CORRIDOR AND NURSES' HOME IN THE DISTANCE
OPEN ROOF WARD — Pavilion A

To the left, patients are seen in beds under the awning; on the right, one can look into the covered portion of the Roof Ward. There is a Roof Ward on every pavilion, completely equipped with light, diet kitchen, toilet, and isolation rooms, so that patients can remain there over night when desired. These wards are surrounded by high walls with windows, and supplied with canopies, so that the exposure of patients to the sun and air can be regulated.

A CORNER IN THE DRUG DEPARTMENT
TYPICAL WARD LOOKING SOUTH TOWARDS THE SUN-PARLOR OR DAY-ROOM FOR CONVALESCENT PATIENTS
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PATHOLOGIC INSTITUTE CONTAINING THE MUSEUM AND LABORATORIES OF
PATHOLOGY, BACTERIOLOGY, AND SEROLOGY
LABORATORY FOR RESEARCH IN SEROLOGY

RESEARCH ROOM — PHYSIOLOGY
CLASSROOM IN BACTERIOLOGICAL LABORATORY
LABORATORY OF THE PROFESSOR OF BACTERIOLOGY
BILLIARD ROOM FOR RESIDENT STAFF AND ASSISTANTS

AN INTERNET'S ROOM HAVING TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATION WITH THE CENTRAL OFFICE
GATE LODGE AND MAIN ENTRANCE TO HOSPITAL SHOWING CENTRAL PORTION OF ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
LONGVIEW HOSPITAL FOR THE INSANE

Longview Hospital contains 1,500 beds. It is here that students hear lectures on nervous and mental diseases. The clinical material shows every variety of neuroses and psychoses.
THE BRANCH HOSPITAL FOR TUBERCULAR PATIENTS; OPEN TO STUDENTS FOR
THE STUDY OF TUBERCULOSIS
THE GENERAL HOSPITAL

The new General Hospital of Cincinnati, located in Avondale on the top of hills near the geographical center of the city, covers twenty-four acres of ground and comprises twenty-four buildings and 850 beds. In addition, the Hospital owns for future needs fifteen acres on the west and eleven acres on the north. Opposite, on the west, the Medical College occupies twelve acres. Still further to the west—about a ten minutes' walk—are the main University grounds in Burnet Woods Park.

The Hospital plant consists of an Administration Building, a Receiving Department, a Surgical Institute, a Service and Kitchen Building, a Power Plant, Laundry and Shops, a Pathologic Institute, and a Disinfecting Plant. Six ward buildings have been completed, and space is provided for seven others. The building for the School of Nursing and Health and the dormitories for men and women are also completed.

The Administration Building contains the general offices, with quarters for the superintendent, the resident physicians, and forty assistants and internes. The Receiving Department contains separate examining rooms for men and for women, and an emergency operating room.

The ward buildings consist of three floors and a high basement. Each floor has a complete ward with a head house which contains an office and laboratory for the physician in charge, rooms for the nurses, toilet and bathrooms, and a dietetic kitchen. On each building is a roof garden with one end partially enclosed. Corridors with ramps in place of steps connect the floors of the different buildings. These corridors are enclosed on the ground floor, form an open arcade on the second floor, and are entirely open on the third floor. They extend to the Service Building, the Pathologic Institute, the Power Plant, and all the departments except the contagious wards.

The School of Nursing and Health occupies a separate building with accommodations for 120 nurses and pupils, and has its own laboratories, dietetic kitchens, lecture hall, roof garden, etc.

The Service and Kitchen Building contains a dining hall for the officers and assistants, a dietetic laboratory, an ice plant, cold storage and other storerooms.
All of the buildings numbered are erected with the exception of the Medical College building now going up, the three north wards of the contagious group, and the ward building numbered 12.
THE NEW MEDICAL COLLEGE BUILDING

The new Medical College Building, now being erected, is located on twelve acres of ground fronting on Eden Avenue and opposite the Cincinnati General Hospital. It will be ready for occupancy by April 1, 1917. The Pathologic Institute and the Surgical Institute and X-Ray Laboratory are located on the hospital grounds.

The college building is in the shape of the letter E, and has a frontage of 300 feet, with a large wing at each end, and a central extension to the rear. There will be four stories, including the basement. In style and construction, the building will conform to the buildings of the hospital group.

In the rear will be an animal house with quarters for the attendants. The first floor and basement of the central building will contain the offices of administration, the library, lecture halls, etc.; the second and third floors will contain the Department of Pharmacology.

The Departments of Anatomy and Histology will be located in the north wing, and the Department of Physiology and Bio-chemistry in the south wing.

On the first floor of the central extension are the club rooms and dining halls for students and professors, the kitchen, storerooms, etc. The assembly hall and stage, with a seating capacity of 500, occupies the second floor of this extension.
SUNKEN GARDEN LOOKING WEST BETWEEN SURGICAL INSTITUTE AND PAVILIONS A., B., AND C